Macroscop – intelligent IP-video surveillance software.
Macroscop provides you with an opportunity to create IP-surveillance
system of any size from one to an unlimited amount of IP-cameras.
Intelligent video-analytics will enhance the functionality of your video
surveillance system.
Four Times More Cameras For The
Same Server
Macroscop provides you with an
opportunity of significant savings in
designing IP-surveillance systems.
The unique technology of video streams
analysis without complete decoding
allows to connect more IP-cameras to
one server or use more cost-effective
servers than the ones you use for any
other competitive software.

Reliability
Automatic server and camera state
monitoring in real time,automatic
archive replication (duplication) to the
dedicated server, server backup
(In case of server failure, recording is
redirected to a backup server) as well as
аn opportunity to use RAID-arrays and
network storage allow to guarantee
server fault tolerance and data integrity.

Flexibility

User-Friendly Interface

Macroscop supports 2000 camera
models by 105 manufacturers. If your
IP-camera is not compatible with
Macroscop , we will integrate it for you.
Integration with access control
systems, fire control and business
analytics systems allows to manage all
security system in a single control
center.

Macroscop is easy to use, install and
maintain. No special expertise and extra
training are required.
Macroscop quickly configures a system
from any number of servers and IPcameras as a whole unit and instantly
finds information by specified
parameters.

Intelligent Modules

Mobile Clients

You may attach intelligent modules to
Macroscop software to increase
surveillance system functionality.
The archive search by pattern is an
exclusive technology of Macroscop. It
enables a user to find the required video
fragments by photo and description,
color of clothes.

Macroscop provides Live video, audio
and playback functionality for Android,
iOS and Windows Phone, Web-browser
from any part of the world.
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Macroscop - intelligent video
management software.

Intelligent Modules
People Counting In Clusters

Tracking module

Can prevent dangerous moments, riots on
streets, squares, parks, railway stations,
shopping malls and other public places.
This function automatically notifies an
operator if the number of people in the
zone exceeds a predetermined value. It is
possible to set two thresholds and
messages will be generated as Warning
and an Alarm.

The tracking module enables a user to
track moving objects in a camera's field of
view. A user can draw a checking line and
its intersection by an object will be signaled
by an alarm on a monitor. In addition, an
alarm will be on if an object intersects a
selected zone or stays there for a long
time. A user can search an archive for
alerts or video fragments with an
intersected checking line or zone.

Entrance: 8
Exit: 2

Car Plates Recognition Module

People Counting Module
The people counting module enables a user
to identify the number people entering it or
exiting from the building in real time mode
and also to generate statistics of people
staying in a building,. Such reports may be
generated for any period of time from one
or several cameras.
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Objects Interception

Face Detection Module
The face detection module is aimed at
automatic face selection from a camera's
video stream.
Options:
You can watch video fragments, displaying
the moments of face recognition;
You can watch video fragments, displaying
the moments of the required object caught
on a camera;
You can search and display all the faces
detected during a specified period of time
on a monitor.

Object interception module is a unique
product of our company. It enables a user
to mark the required object as an
intercepted one, and when this or similar
object enters the camera views, the
system sends an alarm signal.

Heat Map
Heat Map is especially actual for retail and
transportation infrastructure. It allows to
estimate the motion activity, identify
where are main streams of people. As a
result the area with maximum traffic
density is highlighted in red and with
minimal in green.

Crowding:
attention!

To enable this function you should select it
in a menu. A window with interception
model will pop-up, and you can download a
model from a file (e.g. a photo) or take a
model from Macroscop archive, select
cameras with enabled Macroscop
movement indexation. As soon as a similar
to a model object enters the camera views,
the system will send an alarm signal to an
operator.

The car plates recognition module is aimed
at automatic recognition of car plates in
camera view zones.
A special version for parking lots can be
used to monitor entrance and exit of cars
from the territories of a factory, parking
lots, and toll roads. The highway version
can be used to monitor cars on roads of
different levels.

MACROSCOP OFFERS FOUR TIMES THE TYPICAL DATA PROCESSING SPEED.
DUE TO THIS, IT REQUIRES QUARTER OF THE HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS
TO PERFORM AS WELL.
Macroscop provides you with an opportunity of signiﬁcant savings in designing IP-surveillance systems. You can
connect more IP-cameras to one server or use more cost-effective servers than the ones you use for any other
competitive software. We have developed the technology of video streams analysis without their complete decoding.

The video streams are decompressed in several stages, the ﬁnal ones requiring much more computational
resources. These ﬁnal stages are not performed by Macroscop. Algorithms of video streams processing enable a
user to analyze the data without complete decompression.
The application of this technology results in increase of data processing speed, thus load on central processor
reduces four times on average. With Macroscop you can connect four times more cameras to one server, than in
case when you use other software. There is one more way to reduce the costs – to use less high-powered, thus
more cost-effective processors and to reduce the costs on server equipment.

AND THESE ARE NOT ALL OPPORTUNITIES TO REDUCE THE COSTS
To reduce the cost of both server and client-end equipment use our exclusive function of video streams processing
on a video card. This function will decrease up to two times the processor load of a client computer and will give a
user an opportunity to employ less high-powered, thus less expensive processors. All you need to do is just to
specify where to do the processing – on the central processor or on a video card.
Advanced 64-bit architecture of Macroscop improves performance and unlocks the additional resources available to
a 64-bit application.
To verify Macroscop cost-effectiveness please use our online-calculator to calculate the server conﬁguration or install
our demo version and test the processor load in comparison with other software.
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